Let £ be a closed C°°-manifold which is the total space of a quasifibration over S" with fibre Sk. Then, in many cases, E has the homotopy type of an orthogonal S'-bundle over S". The proof includes a classification theorem for certain quasifibrations which has further applications.
Theorem 1. Let p:E-*Sn be a quasifibration with fibre ~5* and k^.n; then E has the homotopy type of a closed Cx-manifold iff it has the homotopy type of an orthogonal Sk-bundle over S".
This follows from Theorem 6 below and the fact that if k^.n there exists a homotopy section s:Sn-*E. We only consider quasifibrations which admit homotopy sections (as the examples above do) and whose total spaces have the homotopy type of a CW-complex. The main step is to classify them, as follows:
Two maps p:E-*B and p':E'-*B are called equivalent, p~p', if there exists a homotopy equivalence h:E-*E' such that/?7<~/?; observe that this implies fibre homotopy equivalence ifp and/?' are fibrations. Given a.eirn+h^liSk), n, kit!, let Xx=SnvSk\Jen+k with the top cell attached by [i",í1]tí1»«, and let p0C:X0C-^Sn be a map such that pa\SnvSk is homotopic to the projection SnwSk~^Sn. The equivalence class of pa is uniquely determined by a. Let ä be the coset of a modulo the subgroup which consists of all Whitehead products [p, 1] etrn+k_x(Sk) with P 6 w"(S*).
Theorem 2. (a) The equivalence class of px contains a quasifibration p:E^*Sn with p~1(*)=Sk which admits a homotopy section, (b) Let «> ß £"n+k-i(Sk); thenpx~pß iffä=ß or â = (-(-l) ° ß) .
Corollary. TrQ(Xx)=in ° 7ra(Sn) + ik ° Tra(Sk) if q>0, and composition with tn and i" is injective.
If n>k + l, (a) is contained in Theorem III of [8] ; the general case is proved in §2 below, (b) follows from the definition of equivalence by a standard calculation which is left to the reader (recall n, rV_2).
Let p : E-+Sn be a quasifibration with fibre ~Sk which admits a homotopy section. Let Cip)<^Trn+k_xiSk) be the set of all "brace products" of/? (compare [4] and §2 below). This completes the classification of quasifibrations over Sn with fibre CiS* which admit homotopy sections up to equivalence: The set of equivalence classes is in 1-1 correspondence with the factor set of 7rn+k_xiSk) obtained by identifying a, ß e itn+k_xiSk) if 5.=ß or ä=(-(-1) ° ß)~. The classification by homotopy type is as follows: Theorem 4. Let n^k or let n=k be even; then Xa~Xß iff ä=±ß or 5 = (±(-1) o ß) . Let n=k be odd; then Xx~Xß iff there exists an integer m relatively prime to the order of a. such that mä=ß.
The case n^k is similar to the proof of (b) of Theorem 2 and is left to the reader; the case n=k is discussed in full detail in [6] . Now let us return to the problem mentioned at the beginning. A quasifibration p:E^-Sn is called smoothable if E has the homotopy type of a closed C^-manifold M; it is called sectionally smoothable if M and a homotopy equivalence h:E-^-M exist such that, for some homotopy section s:S"->-E, hs:Sn-»M is homotopic to a smooth embedding.
Theorem 5. A quasifibration over Sn with fibre ~S* which admits a homotopy section is sectionally smoothable iff it is equivalent to an orthogonal bundle. Theorem 6. Let n^2k-3 ; then a quasifibration over Sn with fibre £¿S* which admits a homotopy section is smoothable iff it is equivalent to an orthogonal bundle. Theorem 6 follows from Theorem 5 and Haefliger's embedding theorem [2] . Theorems 2, 3 and 5 are proved in §2. Some further applications are given in §3.
2. Proofs. We further assume n, k^2. Let u,q:Sn~1xSk->Sk be maps such that q is the projection qix,y)=y and m|5"'~1v5'í:=^|5''í~1v5'*:. Let Eu be obtained from Sk by attaching Dn x Sk by u. Let % ■ iDn,Sn-1)-* iSn, *) and <f>:DnxSk^Eu be identification maps. Let pu:Eu-^Sn be pu(Sk)=* and pu<f>ix,y)=xix) if x e Dn, y e Sk. By Theorem (1.8) of as follows, f is the identification map, cp its extension to W such that cpiDnx *)=*. ü is induced by u, q is the restriction of q, and u' is the extension of « such that u\x, *) = %(*) if x e Dn. h' is a map such that h\y) = y>i*,y) if y e Sk, and h'lS"*"-1 represents the element cp^dicox 1). By an easy homology argument, h! is a homotopy equivalence; define h to be a homotopy inverse such that hy>i*,y)=y if y e Sk. Then h^cp^dicox T) = tn+ft-is the class of the inclusion sn+k~1^-SkySn+k- 
/extends to a map Xx->-E (recall the definition of Xx in §1)
. By the exact sequence above and the corollary of Theorem 2, any extension X^-^-E off is a weak homotopy equivalence, hence a homotopy equivalence since we assume E to have the homotopy type of a CW-complex. By standard obstruction theory, an extension g:Xx-+E off exists such that/?g~/?a. Hence p~pa, in the sense of §1, which completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Lemma 1. Let p:E^-Sn
be an orthogonal Sk-bundle over Sn which admits a cross-section, and suppose ô e trn-XiSOik)) maps to a characteristic element of p in trn_xiSOik+l)). Then /(ó) e Cip), with J:irn_xiSOik))-+ Trn+k_xiSk) the Hopf-Whitehead homomorphism.
Proof.
Let /: S"'1^SOik+1) with /(*)= 1 represent the image of ô, and let u:Sn~1xSk^>-Sk be the adjoint map uix,y)=fix)iy).
Then u=q on Sn~1vSk, and therefore pu:Eu-^-Sn is defined and is an orthogonal S^-bundle over Sn isomorphic to p:E^-Sn (compare §3 of [6] ). As is well known, f=uf1h'\Sn+k~1 represents F(f5). Then (1 ,f)hy~u rel Sn~l X * and this yields /?,~/?li~'/?^(ä), by calculating u'+dicoxl) as in the proof of Theorem 2. Now the lemma follows from Theorems 2 and 3. Furthermore, as will be shown below, g*(tfe) = e'=±l. Hence g*(V\ ñ + i* ° a) = le'gtin, 1] + is') o x, which together with the first equation implies (J(ee'ô)Y~=(e'(e') ° ct)~. Thus if p:E->S" is the orthogonal 5fc-bundle over Sn whose characteristic element is the image of ee'ô, we get p~pa by Lemma 1 and Theorems 2 and 3.
Let Jf be the natural homomorphism from homotopy to homology groups. To prove g^(ik)= ±1 it is sufficient to show thatf^.^e(vk) generates Hk(Y). This, since 5 is a homotopy equivalence and by excision, is equivalent to the statement that j^h^J^^)
generates Hk(M, M-U) with Therefore we have to prove that j^iyCiz) generates HkiM, M-U). By excision, this is equivalent to the following: If z generates Hn+kiÜ, dU) and if i: 0^-M is the inclusion, then i*iy)C\z' generates HkiD, dU). This is true by Lefschetz duality, since i*iy) generates //*(£/). The next theorems concern the connection between homotopy type and fibre homotopy type. Instead of Theorems 2 and 3 one may use [9] (and Theorem 4) to prove them ; but this is too difficult a way to get the results below, since it includes a deep theorem of G. W. Whitehead (Theorem (3.2) of [10] , as corrected in [11] ). Observe that our proofs use only elementary homotopy constructions.
The difficult point in Theorems 2 and 3 is the calculation of the automorphism ou-»(-l)°a of irn+k_xiSk). In the special case k=2, w_2, this automorphism is the identity, which implies Theorem 8. Fibrations which admit cross-sections, with fibre a 2-sphere and with base any sphere, are fibre homotopically equivalent, if their total spaces are of the same homotopy type. This fails to be true if cross-sections do not exist. The fibrations of Theorem 8 are interesting for the following reason. Let p:E^-Sn be a S^-fibration with cross-section which is not trivial (in the sense of fibre homotopy type). Then p is not locally trivial if /j_3. For otherwise its structure group could be reduced from Top(S2) to 0(2) contradicting irn_1(O(2)) = 0 if w_3 (compare the proof of Theorem (2.6) of [3] ). The lowest dimensional example of such a fibration, whose fibre homotopy type does not contain any locally trivial fibration, occurs if n = 3: It is px with a the generator of ni(S2)=Z2. Its total space Xx is a 1-connected 5-dimensional Poincaré duality space which does not have the homotopy type of a closed C°°-manifold (compare [3] ; this does not follow from our results).
Let p:E-+Sn be a fibration with fibre ~S* which admits a crosssection. Let/?m be induced from/? by a map S"->-Sn of degree m. If a e C(p), then ma e C(pm), as easily follows from the definition of C(p). Hence we get, from Theorems 2, 3, 4, Theorem 9. Let p:E-^-Sn, /?': F'-►S" be fibrations which admit crosssections with fibre ~S*. Then, ifE~E'', p is induced from p (up to fibre homotopy equivalence) by some map Sn->Sn.
Corollaries, (a) If E has the homotopy type of an orthogonal bundle, then p has the fibre homotopy type of an orthogonal bundle.
(b) IfE~Sn X Sk, then p is trivial (in the sense of fibre homotopy type).
